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Welcome to the sixth issue of the Action Indonesia GSMP newsletter! This
issue follows the first ever Action Indonesia Day, held on August 18th. The
day was a massive success with over
40 institutions across Europe, North
America, Australia and Indonesia taking part, as well as a lot of engagement on social media. You can read
more about the day and some of the
activities and highlights in this issue
of the newsletter! Hopefully we can
capitalise on this interest in the coming year – and during the next Action
Indonesia Day in 2020 – to generate
more support for the GSMPs!
In the past year there has been good
progress with the ex situ component
of the GSMPs, with breeding and
transfer recommendations produced
and some transfers between Indonesian zoos taking place. It is important,

however, that transfers of animals
take place as recommended to ensure the most genetically strong
back-up populations in Indonesian
zoos. At the same time, in situ activities are important to help secure the
remaining wild populations of anoa,
banteng and babirusa. You can read
more about the start of our in situ
work in this issue.
The in situ work and continued capacity building in Indonesia is not possible without your support. Please get
in touch to find out how you can help
and get involved. If you would like
more information about the Action
Indonesia GSMP partnership, including joining and contributing, please
contact Stu Young (s.young@chesterzoo.org).
We hope you enjoy this issue and look
forward to hearing from you!
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The first ever #ActionIndonesia Day!
by Ellen Marandola, Field Programmes In-

tern, Chester Zoo

This summer saw the first ever Action
Indonesia
day, which took
by
Name
Style
th
place on the 18 August. Over 40
organisations from 4 continents
participated, including zoos,
NGOs and universities. Visitors
were engaged by a wide range of
activities, from games to keeper
and education talks, all teaching
them more about species like the
anoa, banteng, babirusa and the
Sumatran tiger. Thanks to the
hard work of everyone involved,
and the role played by social media, awareness of Action Indonesia, the GSMP species, and the
collaborative work we do has
spread worldwide! Here is a selection of the activities and events
some of the zoos involved held to
raise awareness of the GSMPs:
Surabaya Zoo (Indonesia)
Surabaya Zoo held talks on each
of the 4 GSMP species – babirusa,
anoa, banteng, and Sumatran
tiger. Their visitors could purchase
souvenirs to help raise money for
Action Indonesia, as well as writing comments of hope or conservation suggestions on the ‘Hope
tree’. In addition, an animated
movie about the endangered species Action Indonesia works to
protect was screened, and fliers
containing information about the
GSMPs were handed out to the
public to spread awareness of the
cause.

Drayton Manor Zoo (UK)
On a lovely sunny day, the team at
Drayton Manor Zoo held an Action Indonesia day dedicated to
their anoa, involving a range of activities including games and a mini
tombola. One anoa keeper even
got a tattoo of the animal! The day
was a great success, and they
managed to raise £700 for Action
Indonesia.

visitors could find out which
GSMP species they were most
like! Activities also included babirusa enclosure design, giving an
insight into the kind of work being
carried out by Action Indonesia
partners, and an opportunity to
get up close and personal with
some of the animals was awarded
to four lucky families. Zoo Miami
raised $128 to support the GSMPs!
Audubon Zoo (USA)

Zoo Miami (USA)
Zoo Miami held scavenger hunts,
and even personality tests so that

Over 1200 visitors participated in
activities set up especially for Action Indonesia Day. There were
educator chats, selfie stations,
and members of the public could
pick up and Indonesian animal
passport and collect stamps for
taking part in activities. All of this
helped the visitors to understand
the threats facing the four species,
and what they can do to help protect them.
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A global effort
Organisations all over the world
participated in the first Action Indonesia Day, and we thank all of
them greatly for helping to
spread such an important message. Chester Zoo (UK) and Lembang Park & Zoo (Indonesia) held
keeper talks, Bali Safari Park
hosted a ‘Selfie-welfie’ contest
on Instagram, and Wildlife Tree
(USA) and Taronga Zoo (Australia) used social media to
spread the message – among

many
more!
There are many
ways to get involved,
so
please spread
the word and
get in touch if
you would like
to find out
more
about
contributing to
#ActionIndonesia Day 2020

Tough Mudder – Action
Indonesia fundraising

Tough Mudder “mud run” to
raise money for anoa, banteng and babirusa.

by Stu Young, Programme Officer,

Sean made his way through
10 miles of mud and obstacles, and raised over £50 for
the GSMPs. Please let us
know if you plan on any
fundraising for the Action
Indonesia GSMPs, or get in
touch to find out more
about how you can help.

IUCN SSC AWCSG

As well as fundraising during Action Indonesia Day, it was great
to see some other, novel fundraising ideas this year. In September, Chester Zoo’s Sean Dick
(Assistant Team Manager – Education Officers) completed the

Action Indonesia wins
at BIAZA Awards
by Stu Young, Programme Officer,

IUCN SSC AWCSG

This year the British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(BIAZA) annual conference and
awards were held at Drayton
Manor, on the 13th of June. The
Action Indonesia GSMPs won a
silver award, awarded to three
British Zoos who are playing an

active role in the Action Indonesia GSMPs; Africa Alive!, Chester
Zoo and the Zoological Society
of London (ZSL).

This award highlights the success of the entire organisation. It
recognizes Action Indonesia’s
use of the One Plan Approach,
the combining of skills and expertise held in zoos and by in situ
conservationists to achieve the
goals of protecting anoa, banteng, babirusa, and Sumatran tigers. Congratulations to all involved!
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GSMP panel at AZA Annual Conference
by Jamie Jackson, Youth Development

Coordinator, Audubon Nature Institute

On September 9, over 150 delegates from the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) attended a presentation on Global
Species
Management
Plans
(GSMPs) in New Orleans, Louisiana, USA as part of the AZA Annual Conference. The Action Indonesia GSMPs were represented by
Steve Metzler (co-convener for
the banteng GSMP), Joe Forys
(co-convener of the babirusa
GSMP), John Andrews (leader of
the anoa population management
working group), Julia Klumb (education working group), and Jamie
Jackson (education working
group). The goal of the presentation was to raise awareness for

GSMPs within AZA and to highlight some of the plans currently in
operation – especially Action Indonesia.
The presentation covered everything from how Action Indonesia
was first formed to our most recent successes. We discussed the
decision to use working groups,
and how this
structure has helped us to utilize
our members’ skill sets across specialties while also enabling us to
work collaboratively despite our
large group size. We spoke about
the challenges we face with multiple time zones and many different
cultures and highlighted the recent breeding transfer and animal
birth successes. Steve and Joe
spoke to the husbandry and exhibit trainings that have been conducted as well as the relationships
with the forestry offices to help

bring confiscated animals in to the
ex-situ breeding program.
We finished the presentation by
highlighting the work of the Education Working Group. Julia and I
discussed the role the education
group plays in delivering zoo educator trainings, developing resources for zoos and aquariums,
maintaining a network of educators in North America, Europe,
and Indonesia, and the creation of
the new Action Indonesia website.
We also highlighted some of the
amazing outcomes from our first
Action Indonesia Day and a few of
our goals for the future.
Overall, the presentation was a
success, with many delegates offering positive feedback. We hope
that we have helped raise the profile of GSMPs and Action Indonesia within North America.
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Working with the Action Indonesia GSMPs:
My experience
by Josephine Vanda Tirtayani, Conser-

vation Manager, Gembira Loka Zoo

Vanda is Conservation Manager at
Gembira Loka Zoo in Yogyakarta,
Java. She has been involved in several GSMP-led training workshops
(education, husbandry and facilitation), and her zoo is involved in the
Sumatran tiger breeding and transfer recommendations. Here, she
tells us a bit about her experience of
working with the Action Indonesia
GSMPs.
Capacity building is key for the development of zoos. In November
2018 I had the opportunity to
meet with Malcolm Fitzpatrick
(ZSL), James Burton and Stu
Young (both IUCN SSC AWCSG),
at the Collection Planning and Enclosure Design Workshop. We exchanged ideas and discussed the
importance of the GSMPs for the
Sumatran tiger, babirusa, anoa
and banteng. In February of 2019
Malcolm welcomed me to ZSL
London and Whipsnade to explore
their enclosures and observe their

Banteng monitoring in
Alas Purwo National
Park
by Stu Young, Programme Officer,

IUCN SSC AWCSG

In November this year, the
GSMPs, PKBSI and Alas Purwo
National Park in East Java agreed

husbandry of the
Sumatran tiger – a GSMP species
for which Gembira Loka Zoo is
currently expanding its exhibit.

This September I was able to present in the Action Indonesia session at the EAZA conference in
Valencia. I was lucky enough to
meet a number of people who
have put so much hard work and
resources into the conservation in
Indonesian wildlife. Thanks to
James, I was able to share the
range of workshops the GSMPs
are doing in Indonesia with PKBSI.

to collaborate on a banteng monitoring project. This will allow us
to establish how many banteng
are in the park, how their population changes over time and the
habitats they use.
The monitoring project will
begin in early 2020 – keep
posted for more details and results!

The One Plan
Approach used by the GSMPs is
now more important than ever,
and Indonesian zoos have great
potential to aid the conservation
of endangered species. However, I
believe that in order to maximize
the success of zoos, animal welfare and enclosure design are key.
There is still much to learn in these
areas, and we can do so by looking
to zoos in other regions for expertise and advice. It has been a privilege to meet such wonderful and
supportive colleagues through
these networking sessions!
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Facilitation training for
Indonesian conservationists
by Yonathan, PKBSI-GSMP Programme

Officer, PKBSI

In August 2019 Jamie Copsey (Director of Training, IUCN SSC Conservation Planning Specialist
group) led a ‘Facilitating Species
Conservation Planning’ Workshop. The workshop, held in Bogor, Java, lasted 4 days and was
organized by the Action Indonesia
Global Species Management Plan
(GSMP). It enabled capacity building through collaboration with the
Indonesian Zoos and Aquariums
Association and the IUCN Asian
Wild Cattle Specialist Group, with
funding from Chester Zoo, and St.
Louis Zoo. 20 participants from

GSMP visits to Sulawesi rescue centres
by Stu Young, Programme Officer,

IUCN SSC AWCSG

zoos, NGOs,
universities and governments
took part it a mixture of lectures
and group exercises. These activities taught them how to deal with
conflict, demonstrate effective listening skills and how to plan
multi-stakeholder species conservation programmes, among other
essential skills.

In August this year, a team of
GSMP, PKBSI and KKH representatives visited forestry offices in Sulawesi to discuss how
the Action Indonesia GSMPs
could improve the handling of
rescued and confiscated anoa
and babirusa.
The team was made up of
Yonathan (PKBSI), Ikeu Sri Rejeki (KKH), Martinus Sugiyanta (Gowa Discovery Park),
Simon Purser (Wallacea Nature), Jeff Holland (CCTU), Stu
Young and James Burton
(IUCN SSC AWCSG). Visits
were made to three offices
holding rescued/confiscated
anoa and babirusa, and basic

The workshop was a great
success, with some participants
already facilitating meetings, and
others planning to in 2020. Special
thanks should go to Dr Ligaya
Tumbelaka (Head of Education
and Training, PKBSI), Dr Wisnu
Wardana and Yonathan (PKBSI),
and Stu Young (IUCN SSC AWCSG) who helped run the event
along with Jamie!

recommendations were given
to improve their husbandry in
the short-term.
This follows visits and training
given in 2016 and 2017. Further
visits will be made in early 2020
to continue the assessments,
and then recommendations will be
given to the
government
regarding a
strategy for
managing
rescued anoa
and babirusa
in Sulawesi.
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Action Indonesia features on new signage
at Audubon Zoo
by Jamie Jackson, Youth Develop-

ment Coordinator, Audubon Nature
Institute

Recently, at Audubon Zoo in
New Orleans, LA, we were looking to update some of our signage in the Asian Domain. We
chose to take this opportunity
to feature the work being done
by the Action Indonesia GSMPs,
and the panels contain actions
our guests can take to help their
cause. The sign is themed to
look like a Southeast Asian temple, giving us the ability to tell a
multi-part “story.”

On the first panel we highlight
the struggle to coexist in Southeast Asia. The sign outlines the
impressive biodiversity found in
the region and how the competition over resources leads to
environmental conflict. We ask
our guests to share their backyard with native wildlife.
Panel 2 focuses on the oil palm
trade. To make it an approachable and relatable topic we chose
three species to be the face of
palm oil: the sun bear, the wrinkled hornbill, and the orangutan, telling the story of how
they rely on the rainforest and
what happens when the forest
is cleared for oil palm plantations. The action item for this
panel is using the palm
oil app by
Cheyenne
Mountain
Zoo to make
educated
decisions
when shopping. On the
third panel,
we turn the
spotlight on
a few of the
successful
human-animal conflict
interventions, such
as elephantproof citrus
fencing and

responsible ecotourism. We
emphasize the economic benefits of these interventions and
the value of finding creative solutions that leave room for both
humans and non-human animals. Guests are asked to participate in sustainable tourism
wherever they might visit, by
researching their souvenir purchases and tour providers.
The final panel is all about Action Indonesia! Most of the
panel is spent telling the story
of babirusa and Sumatran tiger
as these are the species most
relevant to Audubon’s collection. Instead of natural history,
the sign focuses on the Indonesian cultural ties to these animals and the importance of protecting them for future generations. By the time the guests are
reading the sign, they have already completed their action –
by visiting Audubon Zoo, they
are supporting our conservation
work and helping to protect animals like babirusa.
We were able to cover a broad
topic without crowding or textheavy signage, and used a lot of
close-up, intimate pictures to
help connect guests to the issues. Featuring Action Indonesia as part of a bigger narrative
serves to stress the value of the
program while also promoting
the role Audubon Zoo takes
within it.
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Contacts
For more information about the Action Indonesia GSMP partnership, please contact:
•
•
•

James Burton (Chair, IUCN SSC AWCSG)
Stu Young (Programme Officer, IUCN SSC AWCSG)
Yonathan (GSMP Programme Officer, PKBSI)

jamesaburton@yahoo.co.uk
s.young@chesterzoo.org
yonathan030892@gmail.com

Follow us on social media!
For further updates, follow the IUCN SSC Asian Wild Cattle Specialist Group on social media, and follow
the hahstag ‘#ActionIndonesia’:

@IUCN_WildCattle

@iucn_wildcattle

IUCN Asian Wild Cattle Specialist Group

Please enjoy this issue of the Action Indonesia Newsletter.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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Supporters of Action Indonesia
We would like to thank all of the organisations, trainers and staff who support Action Indonesia
and make our work possible.

